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Mankind's greatest discovery has been kept secret for a reason.The origin of our species is not

what we thought.But as all life on Earth is threatened with extinction, that which has lain buried for

millennia may yet prove to be our only hopeÃ¢â‚¬Â¦---MANKIND'S ANCIENT ORIGINS, ITS

GREATEST DISCOVERYAND AN UNSTOPPABLE MASS EXTINCTION.THREE SECRETS, TWO

DESTINIES, ONE WORLD.THE COUNTDOWN TO REVELATION HAS BEGUN.---FROM THE

BOOK COVER:An ancient secret. A cataclysmic act of God ... humanityÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s last stand.In the

near future Sarah Morgan, an English archaeologist, is in a race against time to prove the

impossible: that an advanced human ancestor once populated the Earth. But there are those that

will kill to protect this most ancient of secrets, and when Sarah finally gets the proof she craves it is

cruelly wrenched from her grasp; but never one to lie down Sarah finds another path, a path that

propels her into a quest that will span continents and change her life forever. Simultaneously the

world prepares for the arrival of 2011 AG5, an asteroid that will impact off the South African

coastline with the force akin to the strike that wiped out the dinosaurs 65 million years previous.

Humanity has long been planning for this colossal event and many preparations have been made to

counteract its after effects in order to preserve the ever fragile global economy and civilization itself.

As the world holds its collective breath, below the surface government-run clandestine subterranean

facilities are gearing up for the challenges ahead. These facilities are run by the gifted and ever

mercurial Professor Steiner who has overseen a global programme charged with the preservation of

mankind, as the clock ticks down towards zero hour his schedule is on track; however everything

might not turn out as smoothly as heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d hopedÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Ã¢â‚¬Å“Thrills, suspense, action and

adventure; this novel has it all. Relentless and fast paced Ancient Origins: Revelations will have you

on the edge of your seat and wanting more!Ã¢â‚¬Â•Ã¢â‚¬Å“Revelations - Indiana Jones with an

Armageddon and Jules Verne infusion. Add a soupÃƒÂ§on of Tom Clancy for an explosive journey

of momentous proportions...Ã¢â‚¬Â•
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Before writing this review I checked in on other reviews (while looking to get the next book!) and

saw that the range moves from one to five stars. Yet almost every low starred review also had

something good to say, while pointing out issues as the reviewer saw it. To me, this means this

book works! Even the one starred said a bit more than ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚ËœI donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t

like it.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢Yes, I too have an issue or two, particularly regarding the archaeologist trio

(some unnecessary childish behaviour and I was downright horrified that an ancient artefact was

ruined) and yet the big picture, the greater story is fantastic. There are three distinct threads; the

archaeologists attempting to find proof of an ancient civilisation while running from conspiracy, the

underground bunkers with the politics going down there, and a group of caregivers and their

patients caught in a desperate scenario. Understanding these threads would come together, I read

on.The threads do come together at the end, and now I canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t wait to find out what

happens next. I am beyond intrigued to discover what Sanctuary hides. This is a mighty story and

well worth reading.

Sorry to say, but the two main stories would each be a novel unto themselves. The believeability of

being able to travel around , let alone even survive outside immediately after a large impact, lost

me. Each plot is interesting, though I do not care for the insertion of military clashes. Those are not

the books or movies that I watch or enjoy. The Ancient People and Archaeology is VERY intersting.

I may read the next one and rapid forward through the military stuff. There is no cohesion between

the two stories...well written, a few editorial bloopers, but actually reads well...the characters in the



military parts are shallow and unbelievable...Three stars

Great read, action keeps your pulse jumping. You can't find a place to stop so you tell yourself...just

one more chapter...it will keep you reading late into the night.

There are two narrative threads. When the archaeology is in the forefront it is interesting. When the

other narrative is on it is not so interesting. Persevering, however, I finished the first book and am

now into the second which, to me, is far more enthralling.

This book was good but not great. There were too many unnecessary long paragraphs about boring

people and logistics that bogged the story down. Some of the ideas were excellent and the

archeologists were very likable. I recommend this book to sci fi enthusiasts but not as highly as

others.

Good read, several subplots. Just know that it is a serial, with each book leaving you on a

cliffhanger. Four books of the 5 book series are out, with the 5th to be published this year. So, plan

on buying all 5 or get Kindle Unlimited.

I have now read the four books and am so looking forward to reading the next one you are writing. I

like the way you introduce characters and comeback to them at different intervals and bring them

back to life. You make reading a joy!!!!!!

Good story, too many sub-plots to keep everthing straight. Written well, non stop action but no

resolution in the divergent plots.
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